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Six Degrees Of Separation unleashed the Old Dogs. Their new album
is again energetic, aggressive, also contemplative
The singular Six Degrees Of Separation have a new album out! Entitled Old Dogs, it was
released again by MetalGate Records. Though the title may suggest that what to expect is
a tired-sounding material with teeth falling out, the opposite is of course true. Once again,
Six Degrees Of Separation concocted a killer metal mix that overflows with energy. So, fear
not… they still bite, with strength a much zest!
Like its predecessors, the seventh full-length was again recorded in the Šopa studio. It
contains 12 songs that steadily follow up on the previous Six Degrees Of Separation artistry.
The fans thus do not have to be anxious about any major changes in the way the band
sounds, though there are some novel elements, spicing up the music here and there. Either
way, the distinct and immediately recognizable signature of the band remains.
The initial concept of the album was to be a reflection on what was, an attempt to grasp
what is, as well as maybe a bit of presumption on what will be. “The subconscious however
did a completely inconspicuous palace coup, so while revising the lyrics for the album layout,
I realized that while the original concept remained generally speaking valid, help became the
main motif of the album,” says the drummer Pickard, who authored the lyrics as well as
came up with the album title, and continues: “Be that the ability and the willingness to help;
or the dilemma when the request for help is perceived as a weakness; or the inability to
admit to oneself that one needs help; as well as help that is unwanted or forced. And so on.
Maybe this is the very outlook to the future. The old dogs are dreading the moment when
they are no longer able to bite off the meat from the bone without outside help.”
The minimalist album art and design was authored by Pavla Danenbergerová, who thus
debuted in the field of metal-related artwork.
The roots of Six Degrees Of Separation go back to the second half of the 90s. Their excellent
debut Moon 2002: Nocturnal Breed was released in 2002. It still bore remaining echoes of
previous doom-metal direction, while already apparent was the aggressive and energetic
iteration of Six Degrees Of Separation, which came to full fruition on the highly acclaimed
2005 full-length Triotus, Tricephalus and Tribadism. This is a band that has played in the
same line-up for 16 years already and has kept a high value standard on all their albums,
with Old Dogs being no different!
CD version of Old Dogs can be ordered on www.metalgate-eshop.com. Full album stream
available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50IkPD1Chbg
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